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FOREWORD.

In 1959 the Commonwealth Government enacted the Petroleum Search Subsidy
Act 1959, under which companies proposing to drill for new stratigraphic information or to
carry out either geophysical or bore-hole surveys in search of petroleum could be subsidised
for the cost of drilling or of survey operations approved by the Minister for National Develop
ment.

The Bureau of Mineral Resources, Geology and Geophysics is required, on
behalf of the Department of National Development, to examine the applications, maintain
surveillance of the operations and in due course publish the results.

A gravity survey was carried out under the Petroleum Search Subsidy Act 1959
over the Cooroorah Anticline of Central Queensland by Associated Freney Oil Fields N. L.
This Publication deals with that survey and contains the information furnished by Associated
Freney Oil Fields N. L. and edited in the Geophysical Branch of the Bureau of Mineral Resources.
The final geophysical report was written by J.E. Burbury, Geophysicist, under the supervision
of D.M. Traves, Chief Geologist, both of Mines Administration Pty. Limited. The methods of
carrying out the gravity survey and the results obtained are presented in detail.
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ABSTRACT.

This report covers gravity survey work conducted by Mines Administration
Pty. Limited for Associated Freney Oil Fields N. L. during the period 20th June to 31st July
1959. The survey was conducted in conjunction with the seismic survey carried out by the
Bureau of Mineral Resources. The purpose of the work was to define at depth the limits of
the Cooroorah Anticline, Central Queensland.

Gravity values were observed and plotted over the whole of the Cooroorah area,
and, in particular, over the Cooroorah Anticline. These values indicate a broad gravity '''low''
south of the Mackenzie River and west of Bluff. This is confirmed by the previous regional
gravity survey of 1958.

Over the Big Churchyard Culmination of the Cooroorah Anticline the gravity
gradient reverses. The axis of this reversal is displaced approximately 1 1/4 miles north-west
from the axis of the Cooroorah Anticline. The seismic survey shows that the structure at
depth is closely conformable with the surface structure so it appears from this displacement
of gravity and geological axes that the gravity "high" is due to some deep-seated density
variation.
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INTRODUCTION.

The Cooroorah Anticline (see Figure 1) is situated approximately 45 miles
north-east of Emerald in Central Queensland in Authority to Prospect 56P, held by Associated
Freney Oil Fields N.L. Following an earlier regional survey, and in conjunction with a
seismic survey conducted by the Bureau of Mineral Resources, a gravity survey was carried
out over the Cooroorah Anticline by J.E. Burbury, Geophysicist, of Mines Administration
Pty. Limited for Associated Freney Oil Fields N. L. during the period 20th June to 31st July
1959. The purpose of the survey was to define at depth the limits of this anticline.

Mines Administration Pty. Limited conducted a regional gravity survey over the
greater part of Authority to Prospect 56P during 1958. Details of this survey are contained
in the Mines Administration Pty. Limited unpublished report No. Q/56P/64, "Report on regional
gravity investigations Authority to Prospect 56P", by L.J. Starkey. This earlier survey
included regional traverses in the area of the Cooroorah Anticline and indicated that the
Cooroorah Anticline was in an area of high gravity compared with other parts of the Bowen
Basin.

Other ~urveys not directly related to the present survey have been carried out by
Shell (Queensland)' Development Pty. Limited and the Bureau of Mineral Resources.

GEOLOGY.

Permian sediments are exposed in the area. The uppermost unit, the Taurus
Formation, is approximately 2000 feet thick. This has been considered as three parts: the
first called the Woodlands Member is mainly argillaceous, the second or Carnangarra Member
is mainly arenaceous, and the third or Macmillan Member is argillaceous.

The Taurus Formation is underlain by the Crocker Formation, which is 200 feet
thick and composed mainly of coarse sandstone. The Crocker Formation is underlain by the
Maria Formation which is composed of interbedded sandstone, siltstone, and mudstone. The
top 250 feet of this unit has been mapped.

The area has a number of large anticlines, with gentle flank dips and, in plan,
broadly sinuous crests. The Cooroorah Anticline is the northernmost one. Surface mapping
indicates two culminations, the Redrock and Big Churchyard. Each culmination has a closure
of 200 to 250 feet in the Crocker Formation, whilst the overall closure of the Cooroorah
Anticline in the Crocker Formation is about 750 feet.

A.F.O. No.' f (Cooroorah) Exploration Well was drilled to a total depth of 3523
feet .on the crest "or' a'· :seismic '''hi.gh~' over the Big Churchyard Culmination. The strata
penetr.ated.have been subd~vided as follows:-
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l. Crocker Formation o - 140 feet
2. Maria Formation 140 - 1215 feet
3. Upper Siltstone 1215 - 1638 feet
4. Sandstone 1638 - 2640 feet
5. Lower Siltstone 2640 - 3010 feet
6. Andesitic Tuff 3010 - 3090 feet
7. Breccia 3090 - 3190 feet
8. Andesite 3190 - 3380 feet
9. Basement 3380 - 3523 feet

The ages of these rocks are in some doubt. It is known that the Crocker
Formation at outcrop is Upper Permian. Spore examination gave the age to a depth of at
least 1882 feet as probably Permian.

The Cooroorah and other north-trending anticlines have been developed in
the relatively stable Comet Platform. The sediments on the platform exhibit stable shelf
characteristics. To the east of the platform, the sediments are of a different character
and are much thicker. It is also thought that thickening, but of a lower order, has taken
place to the west of the platform.

A regional geological survey over the area is described in Mines Administration
Pty. Limited Report No. Q/56P/62, "The geology of the Mt. Stuart-Bluff area" by
S.S. Derrington and K.H. Morgan (unpublished).

DESCRIPTION OF METHOD AND EQUIPMENT.

The gravity survey was carried out using Worden gravity meter No. 216. Its
sensitivity as determined at the time of manufacture was 0.09095* milligals per scale division.
This meter was checked against calibration stations in Brisbane prior to the survey. The
difference in scale divisions determined between Mines Administration Pty. Limited basement
and the trigonometrical station on Mt. Coot-tha was -

23rd May 1959 - 655.4 scale divisions.

The gravity meter drift was obtained by repeating readings at base stations
within I! hours. The meter drift did not exceed 3 scale divisions per hour. Two closed loops
were recorded in which misclosures in observed gravity were 0.03 and 0.02 milligals (mgal).
Observed gravity values are based on a value of 978.82163 gals at Bluff Railway Station. This
value was established by the gravity meter traverses made in 1958 by Mines Administration
Pty. Limited to Rockhampton and Roma pendulum stations.

Observed gravity values are estimated to be correct within 0.05 milligals.

* The gravity interval between the stations
No. 216 was subsequently (January 1960) d
as 59.15 milligals. This leads to a mean """""'rL"IV1L
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[ (0.05) + (0.01) + (0.07) ] 2

A total of 173 gravity stations were established, 130 at l/4-mile intervals at
Bureau of Mineral Resources seismic shot-points over the Big Churchyard and Redrock
Culminations of the Cooroorah Anticline, and 43 at approximately l!-mile intervals along
roads joining the Big Churchyard Culmination and the Redrock Culmination to Bluff Railway
Station on the Central Western Railway.

The gravity stations were surveyed by officers of the Department of Interior
in connexion with the seismic survey conducted by the Bureau of Mineral Resources. The
elevations are relative to mean sea level and are accurate to within 1 foot. The positions
are known to within 100 feet. These positions and elevations were determined by chain and
theodolite surveying and levelling.

REDUCTION OF RESULTS.

Gravity meter readings were corrected for drift and converted to milligals
(using the manufacturer's sensitivity of 0.09095 milligals per scale division), to obtain
observed gravity values. These values were then corrected for latitude (using a value based
on the International Ellipsoid) and elevation to obtain Bouguer gravity values. A factor of
0.066 milligals per foot was used for the combined Free-air and Bouguer elevation correction.
This factor corresponds to a near surface rock density of approximately 2.2 glcc which is
the average determined from surface samples in the area.

The accuracy of the survey can be estimated by considering the respective
accuracies of the gravity observations, the latitude corrections, and the elevation corrections.
These are estimated to be 0.05, 0.01, and 0.07 milligals respectively. They give a root mean
square value for the error:-

which is 0.09 milligals.

INTERPRETATION AND CONCLUSIONS.

The results of the survey have been plotted on two sheets. Sheet 1 shows the
Bouguer gravity values, at a contour interval of 1 milligal, plotted over the whole of the area.
Sheet 2 shows the Bouguer gravity values, at a contour interval of 0.2 milligals, plotted over
the Cooroorah Anticline.

A "Table of Principal Facts" has been filed in the Bureau of Mineral Resources,
Geology and Geophysics, and is available for future reference.

The gravity values indicate a broad gravity "low" south of the Mackenzie River
and west of Bluff. This was shown also by the regional gravity survey of Mines Administration
Pty. Limited, 1958. The gravity increases north-west of the Cooroorah Homestead (see Sheet
1) from -15 milligals to + 1 milligal near the Big Churchyard Culmination of the Cooroorah
Anticline. It also increases west of the Cooroorah Homestead from -15 milligals to -4
milligals on the Redrock Culmination.

No reversal of the gravity gradient was observed over the Redrock Culmination.
Over the Big Churchyard Culmination the gradient reverses; however, the axis of this reversal
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is displaced approximately 1 1/4 miles north-west from the axis of the Cooroorah Anticline.
Such a displacement of gravity and geological axes indicates that the gravity "high" may be
due to some deep-seated density variation or to some structural feature unconformable with
the surface geological structure. However, seismic surveying has shown that structure at
depth over the Big Churchyard Culmination is closely conformable with surface structure
and hence it appears that the gravity high is due to some deep-seated feature.

Gravity profiles over the Big Churchyard Culmination were studied, but no
residual gravity feature was isolated that could be correlated with the geological structure.

A small anomalous feature which occurs near Shot-point 67 on Sheet 2 may be
due to basalt which outcrops between Shot-points 66 and 69.
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